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What is gene silencing?



What is RNAi?



What are the benefits of RNAi screens? 



What are the disadvantages 
of RNAi screens?



What are off-target effects? 



How can RNAi screen results be validated? 



How did this study use RNAi screens? 



What is obesity? 



What are the risks of obesity? 



How do adipocytes differentiate? 



What are the functions of adipocytes? 



What model organism can be 
used for studying obesity?



Do flies get fat?



Do flies get fat?



How is fat stored in Drosophila? 



Adipocyte differentiation is regulated by the Hedgehog pathway

How is adipocyte differentiation regulated in Drosophila?



Summary

RNAi is used for gene silencing 

Screens can be used to identify candidate genes 

Obesity is the result of a positive energy balance





What was the goal of the study?

Obe
sity

To identify candidate obesity genes



How did the 
experiment work?



How did they find candidate obesity genes?

They performed a genome-wide RNAi screen in Drosophila



Many candidate 
genes not 
previously 

associated with 
obesity were 

found

What did the genome-wide RNAi screen reveal?



What did they do next?

Considering the complexity of metabolism and diversity of 
tissue, they categorized lipid regulators by tissue specificity

Neuronal

Oenocyte Fat-body

Muscle



What did gene ontology show?

Hedgehog signaling was the top-scoring pathway in the primary 
screen and third for fat-body-specific responsive pathways
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What did gene ontology show?

Hedgehog signaling was the top-scoring pathway in the primary screen 
and third for fat-body-specific responsive pathways



How does Hedgehog signaling impact triglyceride content?

KD of Hedgehog activating factors resulted in increased triglycerides 
KD of Hedgehog inhibiting factors resulted in decreased triglycerides



How was the Hedgehog pathway studied?

Sufu knock-out mice were used



What did the study reveal about adipose tissue?

Decreased WAT cell size & number, but normal BAT
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What did the study reveal about adipose tissue?

Decreased WAT cell size & number, but normal BAT



What did they do next?

Stimulating SAG* in vitro blocked adipogenesis of WAT but 
not BAT

*SAG=Smoothened agonist



What effect does Hedgehog 
activation have on adipogenic factors?

Downregulation of pro-adipogenic factors 
Upregulation of anti-adipogenic factors



*Are there metabolic consequences as a result of WAT loss?

Normal levels of glucose homeostasis & food intake



Are there metabolic consequences as a result of WAT loss?

Normal levels of glucose homeostasis & food intake

?



Why the temperature drop?

KO mice show reduced activity during dark cycle and increased 
thermogenesis suggesting thermal stress



What happened when the mice were kept at 
30°C instead of 22°C?

Body temperature normalized after 1 day at 30°C suggesting 
energy expenditure on thermal regulation previously



Are there metabolic consequences as a result of WAT loss? 
(take 2)

Normal levels of glucose homeostasis & energy expenditure



Summary
RNAi screening revealed candidate obesity genes

Activation of the Hedgehog pathway blocks WAT 
cell differentiation

Sufu knock-out mice exhibit normal glucose 
tolerance & energy expenditure



Questions?
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